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Focus on Questioning  

TOP TEACHING TIPS 
 

schools supporting schools  

A diagram to remember the key questions = Five Bums on a Seat ! 

wwwww 

  S             C 
How – makes the seat  

Should & Could under the seat 

 

Who, why, where, what when 

How 

   Should             Could 

The power walk :– Walk slowly across the room looking students in the eye and 

holding hands in front in a powerful but non-threatening way. Dawn Zielinski , 

maths AST, demonstrates the walk of the Lion tamer—confident and fearless.      

Remember your body language—you are always communicating! 

Do you provide ‗wait time‘ 

when you ask a question? 

Do you ask follow up ques-

tions? If so, do they take the 

thinking to a higher level? 

Do you mix open and closed 

questions?  

Do you ask students to ex-

plain their thinking? 

Do you reflect back? 

Do your questions motivate? 

 

‗You can tell whether a man is clever by his answers. You can tell 

whether a man is wise by his questions.’ 

Naguib Mahfouz, Nobel Prize Winner 

You could draw this diagram on your board to remind the class 

of the key questions they need to consider. 

Marks out of 5 – show number of fingers. How on task are you? What are you going to do about it?  

 Score how students feel at the beginning of a lesson . If they are on a two, ask 

them to talk to the person next to them to explain why. 

 Marks out of ten for your learning  - both hands this time! 

 Marks out of ten for the lesson. 

      Top Tips by Reahgan Quartermaine 

Share your good ideas - contributions to: GWaller@emmbrook.workingham.sch.uk   

‗Marks 

out of 

five!‘ 
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Ask challenging questions that encourage the pursuit of excellence 

Assess when pupils can be moved on to an extra extension task 

Bring different opinions, ideas & experiences to class discussions 

Build self esteem in your class – admire out loud 

Catch them being clever and reward them 

Differentiate the lesson instructions/activities according to need 

Elaborate on difficult questions 

Encouragement through individual quiet words on a one-to- one basis 

Foster creativeness from the students 

Find the invisible child 

Generate lesson activities 

Give advice on an activity 

Hand out resources leaving the teacher free to explain the tasks 

Help pupils to organise their ideas before writing. 

Individual attention given to pupils who need extra support at times 

Identify success from the students they are supporting 

Join in with activities with all the class 

Keep students focused and on task 

Listen to reading groups 

Monitor progress of individual or group 

Marking assistance 

'A-Z of LSA support - what they can do in a lesson’- Holt School 

Negotiate with students to move them on to more challenging tasks 

Notice the underachiever and report back to teacher 

Organise some pupils eg. Write home learning in planner 

Over-learning help for students with dyslexia 

Present ideas in a variety of ways e.g. Mind maps, suggestions for learning styles 

Praise – in writing and verbally 

Quirkily contribute to and enrich classroom discussions 

Question pupils with open ended questions 

Revivify subject content incorporating a different point of view 

Reinforce lesson objectives/outcomes 

Support other students allowing teacher time with SEN students. 

Spot the off task student 

Tell teacher of pupils working well - praise them 

Take notes if student is absent or unable to keep up 

Unable to support fully unless we become a professional teaching team 

Valuable support & stress relief with a difficult class or student 

Visualisation help for SEN students 

Work with small groups of pupils in or outside of the classroom 

Write key words in glossaries 

(e)Xplore higher order thinking skills 

Yield results when we work together as a team 

Zoom into the vulnerable/difficult student to ensure that they get on task quickly 
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Pose, Pause, Pounce, Bounce :  
Tip from the Bulmershe toolkit : Amjad Ali—Bulmershe School 
 Pose a question  
 Pause to give time for students to consider their answer  
 Pounce on a student to answer it.  
 The student who answers bounces it on to another student. 
 This student needs to acknowledge previous answers as he/she and extends 

the response. Students are required to listen to what the previous person has 
said and include that answer in their response.  Although students can learn 
the rules as they go along, you can set up the bounce before the lesson starts 
to ensure it gets off to a good start! 

Free online resources from : ‘Wordle ’ and  ‘create a tag cloud.com ’   

Use them to generate ―word clouds‖ from pasted text. The clouds give greater prominence to words that 

appear more frequently. These word clouds come from the A—Zof LSAs.—Tip from Dr Andy love 

Questioning to examine a text: -  Tip from Laura Gater, Waingels College 

Students read a text  and list the questions they would like to ask: 

 

Excellent books recommended  by Suzanne Richards, Head of Holt School 

Alistair Smith -High Performers: The Secrets of Successful Schools 

Leonard Sax - Boys Adrift: 5 factors driving underachieving Young Men  

Leonard Sax- Girls On The Edge: 4 factors driving crisis for Girls  

Response 1 
How sure are you of your answer? 

*** = very sure 

**   = ok 

*     = not sure 

Response 2 
How sure are you of your answer? 

*** = very sure 

**   = ok 

*     = not sure 

Response 3 How sure are you of your answer? 

*** = very sure 

**   = ok 

*     = not sure 



1.  Set up a ‗Help Desk‘ 
where students can post 
and find answers to 
questions. That way 
students can be more       
independent. 

2. Get students to mark 
and evaluate work 
based on how much it 
made them think.  

Students who think 
about thinking will 
learn a lot. 

3. Ask students to      
design and write the 
test that they then do 
next lesson. Place      
emphasis on question 
style to develop    
awareness of ‗command 
words‘ in questions. 

4. Yes! You‘ve guessed 
it! They then mark their 
own tests as they have 
also written the mark 
scheme! 

5. Ask students to write 
down five things they 
don‘t know about a 
new topic. They then 
‗Bring and Buy‘       
questions and answers 
to share their learning. 

Plan your remaining 
lessons on what the  

students want and 
needs to know. 

6. End a lesson by     
asking students to write 
down five things that 
they still don‘t  fully         
understand. 

7. Get the students to 
set the outcome for the 
next lesson based on 
what they have done in 
the current lesson. This 
could be content or 
skills. 

8. In group work,  

ensure they all have 
roles and                     

responsibilities over 
and above the task. 
Why should you be the 
one hunting for the glue 
stick when the bell has 
gone? 

9. Ridiculously Rapid 
Revision – ask each 
group to take a topic 
and deliver a two    
minute presentation on 
it. It could be live or  
pre-recorded. Put the 
films and podcasts on 
your departmental 
website.   

10. Finally, share with 
them your philosophy 
on being independent. 
Students need to       
understand what you 
believe in before they 
can deliver the results. 

Dr Andy Love 

How much beer is drunk in the UK 
each Friday night? 

Where does the word 'beer' come from? 

Who invented beer and why? 

What sort of emotions do  

advertisers try and associate with beer 
in their marketing? 

What are the natural ingredients of 

beer and where are they grown? 

What are the various stages in the    
beer making process?  

What songs have been written about 
beer and its effects? 

Ian Gilbert has used Gardner's 

basic eight intelligences as the 

basis for a simple little thinking 
tool in the spirit of De Bono's  

six 'Thinking Hats' . 

Take a subject you want to     

explore and put it in the middle 

of the octagon and then simply 
work around each area asking 

questions. 

E.g. if your topic was, 'beer'  you 

might come up with questions 

like: 

In TV and magazine advertising, how 
is beer portrayed? 

Simply by going through this 

process you immediately start to 

think more deeply and look more 
closely at a particular subject, 

whatever that subject may be. 

Why not give it a go? 
 
Dr Andy Love 
 

10 Ways to Develop Independent Learning   

8-Way Thinking—Using multiple intelligence theory to 
develop thinking, questioning and learning 
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http://www.independentthinking.co.uk/Who/Ian+Gilbert/default.aspx
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Understanding  Questions 

Sometimes too much information means that students can 
easily miss the point of a question and therefore they       
produce a response, particularly in exams, that is               
inappropriate and doesn‘t answer the question.  

Use the powerpoint as a quick starter to encourage  

students to identify key instructions and elements as          
individual parts before they try and tackle a whole task.  

This starter can be used really effectively with KS4 students 
to then go on to looking at exam papers and what questions 
are looking for. The power point is available from:   

Gwaller@emmbrook.wokingham.sch.uk    

make appointments with others until 
their card is full. 
The teacher asks them to find, for exam-
ple, their  '12 noon partner'. 

Each pair has a short task to complete. 
The teacher calls another time slot and 
the learners move on to find their new 
partner for that time slot to work on a 
new task.  

At the end, share all the answers. 

In this task the teacher gave a com-
prehension exercise and used the 
results to pair students according to 
their understanding of the text . This 
allowed ‗experts‘ to help others.  

Another version could be: 

The teacher makes appointment 
cards with time slots on them and 
issues one to each learner. 
Learners go around the room and 

Speed Dating  

Sharing levelled/graded success  

criteria is a powerful tool to support 
students progression.  

Share the success criteria before the 
task for maximum impact.  

Get students to come up 
with their own success    
criteria prior to a task. The 
success criteria can also can 

also be used for students to peer 
assess student work. 

 

Here NQTs are describing the  

qualities of a Malteser! 
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NQT’s Engaged in Active Learning at Waingels College  
 

Andy Love, Dawn Zielinski,  Laura Gater,  Liana Smith, Reahgan Quartermaine  
Steven Vegh, and two sixth form students -  Matt Savage & Adam Livermore.  

Sharing Success Criteria 



Odd One Out: 

Place three key 
words on the board 
that are linked to the 
topic that is being 
studied at the mo-
ment.  

Ask students to 
work out which 
word is the "odd one 
out" and get them to explain their reasons 
why.  

Tell them at the end of the task there is no 
right answer but this task is aimed to get you 
thinking and discussing. 

 You Say We Pay: 

On a PowerPoint 
place different pictures 
that are linked to the topic   
being studied.  

Get two students from the 
class to stand at the front so 
they can't see the pictures on 
the board.  

Another student in the 
class describes the picture until 
the pair trying to guess the pic-
ture get it right. 

Keep going until you have 
used all your pictures. 

This is an excellent starter activity that adds pace and  
competition to a lesson. It is also excellent for whole class          
involvement and differentiation. 
1. Divide the class into teams. 
2. Give everyone a blank sheet of paper and ask them to 

write the topic on the top.  
3. At the bottom of the paper, they write one thing they 

feel is important about the topic, fold over what they 
have       written and pass it to the next person in their 
team to write something else.  

4. When the sheets have been passed to seven or eight      
people, ask them to unfold them and compare re-
sponses.  

5. The group with the most issues considered wins. 

‘Pass The Buck    

Use a checklist to train your students in reviewing a piece of work.  
For example: 

 English: written task: punctuation, capital letter, full stop, 
verb, noun  

 Science: When reviewing science article does it have author, 
date, method, repeated data 

 History: Date, key character, role each character played 

 Psychology: Author name, date of publication, methodology 
stated, data presented, data described and trends highlighted, 
trends explained 

Stick each item of the checklist onto a leg of a carrot. 

When students review their work they remove a leg for each item 
on their checklist they have NOT completed.  

If the carrot falls over, then their task set has not been completed to 
required standard. 

Different priorities in the checklist can be expressed through         

different positions on the carrot! 
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Starters 

Carrot Priorities! 



Rob Eastaway, 

broadcaster  & 
author will  

provide  

mathematicians 
with puzzles 
magic & games  
 

 

 

 

Technology to 

visit  INTECH 

Science Centre 

 

Artists 
work with 

Cliff Wright, 

illustrator of 
Harry Potter   

 

  Schools Supporting Schools  

24th  February  2012 

Wokingham Secondary Federation  

Common INSET Day 

B e    I n s p i r e d 

The course brochure will be sent to your school and you need to sign up for a 

course by 6th February. Contact Gill Waller, Federation Manager, for further infor-

mation: GWaller@emmbrook.wokingham.sch.uk 

Alistair Smith – an outstanding presenter, motivational speaker and expert 

on effective learning techniques  will be working with senior leaders. 

Cutting edge Companies in IT  

An Opportunity for  

YOU 

20 Subject Specific Workshops 

Opportunities to Share Best Practice & Network 

 
National Subject Leaders  

 
MFL -Rachel Hawkes:  
History - Ian Dawson,  

Science—Catharine Driver 
English – Karen Hope  

Geography - David Rayner  
RE -Sue Phillips 

mailto:GWaller@emmbrook.wokingham.sch.uk

